USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10407.09

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE CREW OF THE USS GENEVA IS AT STARBASE 245 AWAITING REPAIRS TO THE SHIP. SOME OF THE CREW ARE IN A HOLODECK ON THE STARBASE, AND APPARENTLY, THE PROGRAM HAS GONE AWRY.
CO_Shras says:
$::sitting in his ready room with Admiral Okuda ::
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::storming down the corridor towards a turbolift on the base, having been called by base engineering because of a dumb problem with their Holodecks... does not appreciate *at all* having his second shore leave cancelled to come rushing to the aid of others::
FCO_Flight says:
::continues to shake the XO trying to get his attention:: XO: Sir, there's something wrong with the Holodeck. We can't shut down the program! ::shakes him again:: Put down the ice cream and do something Commander!
CNS_Bauer says:
::In the Pop Shoppe with the others::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THOSE NOT IN THE HOLODECK ARE SEEMINGLY UNAWARE OF THE FATE OF THEIR COMPATRIATES
CIV_Pierce says:
::Feels the stool beneath her become unsteady::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::is in front of the cafe with Rhianna::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Relax Ensign. Have a milk shake?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE FORMERLY PEACEFUL BEACH SCENE PROGRAM HAS TURNED INTO A NIGHTMARE, WITH SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS, HEAVY SEAS, HIGH WINDS.....
XO_Taal says:
FCO: My apologies... It appears I have an appreciation for confections.
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@  CTO: Kizlev...could we go somewhere...maybe the promenade...somewhere quiet and private?
FCO_Flight says:
::looks at the counselor:: CNS: Not now! Don't you understand? The program is malfunctioning!
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: HOWEVER, SOME OF THOSE IN THE HOLODECK PROGRAM SEEM UNAWARE OF THE DANGER THEY ARE IN
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::enters a turbolift, nearly pushing some others out of the way on the crowded Promenade... stabs a control:: OPS!!!
XO_Taal says:
::puts down his spoon and wipes his mouth with a napkin.::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Jakiel: Of course. Please lead the way.
XO_Taal says:
::puts down the napkin and watches it fly away::
XO_Taal says:
ALL: Any suggestions?
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: I'm sure we will be fine.  We can’t do anything from in here.
FCO_Flight says:
::rolls her eyes at Taal:: XO: Fine sir, enjoy your ice cream while we all stay stuck in here.
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ ::takes his arm and leads down the hallway to a turbolift::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: We are safe for the time being. The holo emitters are providing us this shelter.
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: Maybe you should try reaching someone outside of the Holodeck?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::can't help but to gaze at Rhianna's face, intrigued by her uncanny resemblance to Tessa::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: LIGHTNING STRIKES THE BUILDING THE CREW ARE EATING IN, AND SUDDENLY, SPECIALIST PIERCE DISAPPEARS
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: We tried and failed. We are open to suggestions but, you must try and stay calm.
XO_Taal says:
::raises an eyebrow::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Hey, where did Pierce go?
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Perhaps this 'Pop Shoppe' is not a good place for shelter.
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::walks out into Base Operations, visibly angered at the prospect of cleaning up one of Mr. Harrison's messes *yet again*:: All: I was summoned away from my shore leave because of a Holodeck malfunction. Anyone care to explain, please?
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ ::waiting in the turbolift, she tries to think how to find out more about her mother::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Is there somewhere else we can go, Counselor?
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: Oh I'm calm alright. ::turns to looks:: What was that about staying calm again?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: This is California on Earth in 1962, there are options.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Others store fronts and a lifeguard station...
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::finds the silence in the turbolift rather unnerving:: Jakiel: I don't think I've ask you yet about what made you decide to come into Federation space and join Starfleet, have I?
FCO_Flight says:
XO: Sir, I recommend we get off this beach.
CSO_Tunik says:
@::exits the laboratory and heads for the Starbase sickbay, medical kit in hand:: Orik: So. You truly believe than we can adequately repair the damage without the use of biogenic research? I'd certainly like to hear your proposal.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: But the building is still standing... I can’t explain Evelyn's disappearance.
XO_Taal says:
::nods at the FCO's suggestion::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Can we travel away from the beach?
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ :: finds this subject just as delicate as the other and starts wondering if it will ever be any easier,  the turbolift doors open:: CTO:  No, you haven't... I'll try to explain in a minute, okay?  ::walks swiftly down the hallway
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: My program design is of the coastline. We can travel to other beaches using what is called a Pacific Coast Highway.
CEO_McDowell says:
<SB Duty Officer> @ CEO: Apparently we have a malfunctioning Holodeck, sir, where the rest of your senior staff is located currently. The safeties have been turned off, and we're getting some odd status readings from the running program. ::spoken sheepishly, downright embarrassed::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::nods, easily following Rhianna's quickened stride::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I recommend the lifeguard station.
CSO_Tunik says:
@<Orik> CMO: Well. We might not have a choice but to use a limited biogenic field without stepping beyond our boundaries. However, I believe we can apply a single surgery.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: At Santa Monica Beach.  It’s sturdy and at a higher elevation.
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Is it farther away from the water mass?
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: Isn't that just a chair in the sand?
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@  ::finds the promenade and takes her companion to an area where no one is around, then turns to look up at him::  CTO:  I just came here two months ago...  ::feels very nervous and tries to 'see' if she can trust him::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Not really just higher ground.
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::mutters, rubs face:: DutyOPS: So none of your staff can figure it out themselves? They have to pull me away?
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: No ensign. It's a building.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: SPECIALIST PIERCE FINDS HERSELF FLOATING IN A STRANGE INTERDEMENSIONAL SPACE
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::looks at her with seriousness and concern:: Jakiel: Go on. ::perks his antennae up with interest::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: You should try and locate Pierce. I will go arrange for transportation. If you want?
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Very well, Counselor. If you're wrong about this, you will hear from my lawyer...
CEO_McDowell says:
<SB Duty Officer> @ CEO: Well... uhm... Unfortunately yes, sir. Most of our senior engineering staff is tied up on repairs to Geneva and other ships, sir. ::said with more sarcastic retort::
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Suddenly feels very strange::
XO_Taal says:
::points to the unconscious CMO::
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::shakes head:: Amazing... Absolutely amazing. Yet again I have to come running to the rescue of Gene...
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Take her with you.
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Follows the CNS and XO around::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Smiles at Taal's attempt at humor:: XO: Lawyer? I'd rather face the sharks.
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ CTO:  My accent should tell you from where...  ::says something quietly in Romulan while she thinks for a second then looks back up at Kizlev::  I defected recently.  ::watches his eyes and 'gauges' him mentally::
CEO_McDowell says:
@ DutyOPS: Alright... Which Holodeck?
FCO_Flight says:
XO: Commander, what do you want me to do? ::a worried look on her face::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Very well... if you're wrong about this, you will hear from my shark...
XO_Taal says:
FCO: Assist the Counselor with the Doctor.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Heads for the door:: XO/FCO: I'm going for a means of transport... I'll be back... be ready to rock and roll.
FCO_Flight says:
::nods:: XO: Aye sir.
XO_Taal says:
::exits the Pop Shoppe as well::
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Reaches up and taps the XO on the head::
XO_Taal says:
::begins his search for the CIV::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::gazes back into her eyes, his instinct telling him he's being empathically "searched":: Jakiel: If Starfleet trusts you enough with rank, I can trust you too. What made you leave the Star Empire behind?
XO_Taal says:
::tries to keep his footing as the winds blow hard::
CEO_McDowell says:
<SB Duty OPS> @ CEO: Holodeck 1, sir. Diagnostics show quite a bit of the processing circuitry fused.
CEO_McDowell says:
@ DutyOPS: Okay, who on Geneva senior staff is not in the program?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE SITUATION INSIDE THE HOLODECK HAS SEVERELY DETERIORATED INTO A RAGING SANDSTORM
CSO_Tunik says:
@::enters the Starbase's officer's lounge:: Orik: You're right about the use of isolated biogenetic energy pulses. I'm pleased in your progress in such a study. Not a student since Sinix has grasped the concept of biogenetics this quickly before. Now. I need to attend to the other crew.
CEO_McDowell says:
<SB Duty OPS> @ ::looks over a manifest quickly:: CEO: Your CSO, and the Captain.
CSO_Tunik says:
@<Orik> ::nods:: CSO: Thank you doctor. I'll see you later.
FCO_Flight says:
::bends down and picks up the doctor under the arms:: CMO: Boy are you heavy!
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Stands in front of the XO and waves her hands around:: XO: Don't look for me, I'm right here!
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::sighs:: DutyOPS: Okay... Notify the Captain, please. *CSO*: Commander, I'll need your assistance at Holodeck 1, please.
XO_Taal says:
::drops to his knees and closes his eyes::
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ ::shivers slightly and feels suddenly very tired.  It passes after a few seconds.  Says slowly::  CTO: They are...it's complicated, Kizlev.  It's a dangerous life... the Romulan ranks.  I had to leave.
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Tries to kick up some sand::
XO_Taal says:
::takes off his jacket and puts it over his head::
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::starts walking towards the TL again, then wheels around furiously, stabbing a finger at the Duty OPS:: DutyOPS: Tell Lieutenant Harrison he owes me, YET AGAIN, for fixing his mess.
FCO_Flight says:
::tries to shelter the doctor's eyes from the blowing wind and sand:: Self: Where did the counselor go? Men always disappear when there's a problem.
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Sighs in defeat and sits down in front of the XO::
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ ::realizes how horribly complicated her life is, the anger against her father welling up again::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Jakiel: I see... well, since you are only a recent addition to this Starbase, getting a transfer to the Geneva could take some work.
CIV_Pierce says:
#Self: This phased state isn't so bad.  At least I don't have to deal with the storm anymore.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: What happened to the Doctor?
CSO_Tunik says:
@::taps his combadge:: *CEO*: I'll be there right away sir.
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: There you are. She's been knocked out by something. The wind's been tossing things all over the place.
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ :: looks terribly disappointed::  CTO:  Truly?  I thought you said you could speak to your captain?  ::pleads with her eyes and says very quietly and urgently::  I need to leave here...please see if you can talk to him...  ::swallows:: I would be most appreciative.
XO_Taal says:
::sands still slip through his uniform::
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::growling and muttering the whole way while the TL zooms quietly towards the Holodeck::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::makes his way at a fast pace to the Holodeck::
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: Commander Taal told me to assist you with her, so what's our next move sir?
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Let’s lie her down on the counter.
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Tries to reach Taal using her Betazoid brain zapping ability::
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: Ok, grab her feet.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Picks up Doctor and lies her on counter. Her foot hitting an ice cream dish and we hear it crash to the floor::
XO_Taal says:
::falls to the sand and can't see where the Pop Shoppe is::
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::exits the turbolift, walks a little way to a base diagnostics lab to pick up an engineering toolkit, then continues towards the Holodeck::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::sighs and takes a deep breath, straightening himself:: Jakiel: You're specialized in operations work, right?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Dressed only in shorts:: FCO: Can you find something to place under her head?
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Frowns:: XO: Hey, you're pretty clumsy for a Vulcan... sir.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::arrives at the Holodeck... surprised that he didn't win the Vulcan science award for defying gravity and time barrier to get there as promptly as he had::
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: Ok, let's see.....::looks around for something:: What about this? ::picks up an old rag from under the counter::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks into the Doctors eyes. With implants it is hard to diagnose.  Takes pulse...it is strong::
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::arrives, visibly annoyed still... nods to the CSO as he pries off the Holo-control circuitry access bulkhead:: CSO: Another fine mess... The circuitry fused, the senior staff inside, safeties are off, some bad situation running on the program, and no communication.
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ CTO:  I was...  ::shakes her head::  I am.  I'm having to orient myself to the Federation operations, but I'm doing well.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Using finger tips gently feels skull for fracture and lacerations::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: We don’t have a med kit or tricorder do we?
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ ::moves closer to the Andorian::  CTO:  Please, Kizlev, I would take any job... it doesn't matter.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CEO: On the bright side, the Geneva hasn't crash landed again... yet.
XO_Taal says:
::struggles to his feet and tries to hold onto his jacket::
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: No sir, I don't think anyone planned on this trouble happening.
CEO_McDowell says:
@ CSO: I'm sure that can be arranged...
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Stands up and tries to drag the XO in the direction of the Shoppe, but can't get a grip on his jacket::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::finds humor in their dialogue:: CEO: I'm to assume that we can't directly or indirectly cut all power to the Holodeck... or simply transport them out?
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::starts grabbing at the most obvious set of processing isolinear chips:: CSO: Can you go over to the access terminal and see if you can start to get any control response from the Holodeck master program? I just want to see if the Holodeck itself can be interacted with, much less the running program.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Jakiel: Since I understand you're an officer, I can only imagine that means you have provisional ensign's rank. Well... that could complicate things. ::ponders for a second:: Perhaps we should talk to my XO Commander Taal for his advice on this. I understand the captain is very particular about enjoying his leave time...
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: I think she will be ok.  See if you can find some cleaning products here. Eats an old fashion eatery. They may have some ammonia.  We could use it to arouse her.
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::does a sarcastic impersonation of a Vulcan eyebrow raise:: CSO: That would be inadvisable...
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Where did Commander Taal and Mai go off to?
CIV_Pierce says:
#Self: I really need to get un-phased... ::Runs around and tries to position herself under lighting strikes::
FCO_Flight says:
::looks surprised:: CNS: How barbaric! ::goes searching for something called ammonia::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::nods and goes to the access terminal, attempting to get a controlled response from the Holodeck master program:: CEO: The crew haven't been fused in the program have they? One time... Commander Travis was almost anatomically altered into a hologram.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Jakiel: ....so we'll go to Mr. Taal first. But understand that exceptions are far and few in between in Starfleet, especially when it comes to political dissidents with provisional rank.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Barbaric? It works.
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ CTO:  Is there nothing you can persuade him with?  ::tries to think what a Federation captain might be partial to, as is the common way in Romulan politics::
XO_Taal says:
::is having a hard time moving his legs through the sand::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: She's just gonna smell it.... not drink it.
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: I don't know. The Commander was right beside me and then ran off somewhere. ::thinks to herself:: Self: Probably looking for more ice cream.
CEO_McDowell says:
@ CSO: I'd rather not consider that possibility right now, sir. ::inserts a diagnostic probe into the two holo-optical data distribution nodes::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Tries to telepathically connect to Evelyn.... but this hardly ever works well but is desperate::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::motions for her to follow him:: Jakiel: Come. The sooner we arrange this, the better your chances will be for a transfer. ::pauses, then continues:: One thing to remember is that Captain Shras will have to get approval from Admiral Okuda first.
XO_Taal says:
::gets a leg stuck deep inside a sand drift::
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Feels her brain being tickled::
XO_Taal says:
::struggles to free himself::
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::attempts to manipulate some of the local sub-processing registries directly:: CSO: See if you can get the computer to identify the running program, and other simple queries.
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ ::puts a hand on his arm, to restrain him, wanting urgently to speak to him about her mother::  CTO: Kizlev, wait... you mentioned a name earlier... Tessa?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: BUILDINGS SHAKE, WINDOWS BREAK, HOW MUCH MORE CAN THEY TAKE?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ Computer: What is the current program in operation in the Holodeck? ; CEO: So, they haven't attempted to access one of the Jeffries tubes accessible from the Holodeck?
FCO_Flight says:
::moves some bottles under the counter:: CNS: What was the stuff again? Arsenic or something?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::blinks at her:: Jakiel: That I did. Is the name familiar to you?
XO_Taal says:
::frees himself but the momentum carries him backwards and he falls down again::
CNS_Bauer says:
~~~CIV: ....if only I could get her to hear me. Evelyn? Where are you?~~~
XO_Taal says:
::loses his jacket into the wind::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Ammonia.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE STORM WAGES BATTLE, THE GROUND IT DOES RATTLE, BUT WILL THE PROGRAM EVER TATTLE?
CEO_McDowell says:
@ CSO: Not that I know of. Though to access anything physically part of the Holodeck itself, you have to at least access the arch, in order to tell the program to reveal that section of the deck. And, by what I can tell, even the arch is inaccessible.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Read cleaning product labels.
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Feels another tickle and begins to make her way back to the shop::
FCO_Flight says:
::keeps searching:: CNS: Oh right, ammonia. ::grins:: Memory like a sieve sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
~~~CIV: Where are you?~~~
XO_Taal says:
::closes his eyes and gets to his feet and begins to walk in staggered steps::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::he found that strange:: Computer: What program is running in the Holodeck?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees Goliath in the corner.  He looks scared...he hates storms::
FCO_Flight says:
::pushes aside more bottles and boxes:: CNS: No ammonia here sir, just something called corn oil.
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ :: is still amazed that in this whole galaxy this person should know that name and knows her so well to place Tessa with herself.  Says hesitantly:: CTO:  Very... but... this name.  You cannot speak it again.  Not around anyone else.  Can you promise me?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Does not see Mai Valentine::
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Enters the shop and stands in front of the CNS, unable to communicate mentally::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at McDowell:: CEO: Did you change your hair?
XO_Taal says:
::takes a step and feels his foot get wet::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::arches an eyebrow in confusion:: Jakiel: I don't understand. Who is Tessa to you?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THERE IS SO MUCH POWER, BUT WILL IT LAST ANOTHER HOUR?
XO_Taal says:
::tries to take a step backwards but gets his foot stuck in the mud::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Well we don't need that.  Her skull is fine and only a minor wound.  There's a bump.  But, I think she will be ok.  I'll stay with her.
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::gives a deer-in-headlights look to Tunik:: CSO: No sir, not that I did, personally. I've been on a biking program on a Geneva Holodeck. ::runs fingers through hair to try and "put it in its place"::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Senses a familiar presence::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Turns around expecting to see Pierce::
XO_Taal says:
::pulls his foot out of his boot and falls forward onto the sand::
XO_Taal says:
::a wave rushes up and drenches him::
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Sits in a chair and touches a table hoping to leave a trace of something that would be detectable::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CEO: The computer won't tell me what program it's running. It seems that it isn't able to acquire that information. Could have been inadvertently disestablished from the computer core.
FCO_Flight says:
::stands and leans on the counter:: CNS: Something wrong sir?
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@  ::tries to shush him urgently and continues to speak softly:: CTO:  Kizlev, you don't know what this could do to me... to her... if anyone put us together.  ::again hates to be open, but she has to trust someone and how he knows Tessa?::  Kizlev... she's my mother.
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::mutters... sticks tricorder into the access alcove:: CSO: I'm going to manually cut primary power. Let's see if the secondary processors are a little more cooperative.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: ONLY IF THEY CLIMB UP THE TOWER, WILL THEY FIND THE SOLUTION TO THEIR LITTLE SHOWER
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: I'm not sure...I thought....I'm getting worried....three of our party are missing...one unconscious....this is like a Agatha Christie novel....there disappearing one by one...
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CEO: We could shut down the secondaries before the primaries... then force the doors open.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::silently swallows, the revelation shocking to him:: Jakiel: I greatly appreciate your honesty with me. ::rubs a nervous hand through his stark white hair:: Hmm, perhaps I did not know Tessa long enough to learn about you.
FCO_Flight says:
::pats the counselor's arm:: CNS: It's ok sir. We'll come out of this alive.... I think. ::smiles and looks outside::
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Waves her hand through Flight's head::  CNS/FCO: Hi... I've been zapped by the storm.  Now I'm stuck here in this wacky place.  I would appreciate it if you could rescue me... oh and Commander Taal is stuck in the sand...
FCO_Flight says:
::swats at her head:: Self: Darn flies!
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::reaching inside with a hand, groping around for the EPS tap:: CSO: Naw... Primaries first. They should see something happen during the secondary system cutover, even if for a brief flash.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Stay here with the Doc. I'm going to find the Commander.
CNS_Bauer says:
GOLIATH: Com on Boy.
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Looks at Goliath:: Goliath: Can you see me?
CNS_Bauer says:
<GOLIATH> ::Reluctantly obeys and follows::
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: Sure sir.
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ CTO:  I told you, my life is complicated.  ::wonders if this something she could bargain with::  CTO:  If you can help me get on your ship, I might be amenable to explaining more?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::places a gentle hand on her shoulder:: Jakiel: I have suffered secrets before. This would just be another one for me to bear. Nothing new to me at all. You have my word of honor that none shall hear of this from mine lips. We shall speak of it no more for now.
CNS_Bauer says:
<GOLIATH>: Stops and barks at thin air::
CNS_Bauer says:
GOLIATH: Come on... find Taal!
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::still feeling around... finally finds it:: CSO: Here goes nothing... ::pulls the tap, creating a nice spark, electrical arc sound, etc... Pulls his hand out reactively::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Both run out into the storm.  The dog heads to the beach. The Counselor runs after. Winds and rain make it awkward::
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@  ::visibly relaxes::  CTO:  Why are you being so kind to me... no one else has since I left Romulus... or in Romulus, for that matter.  ::feels the sting of tears and looks down::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::takes out his medical tricorder, trying to see if the crew are still in good health:: CEO: Have internal sensors been able to monitor their life signs... or have internal sensors in the Holodeck been disrupted as well?
CNS_Bauer says:
<GOLIATH>::Stops and runs back to the Shoppe. He hears a voice::
XO_Taal says:
::gets up and feels the wind dragging him into the air::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Continues to look for Taal alone. Figuring Goliath a big chicken dog::
FCO_Flight says:
::covers her eyes as the sand blasts through the door again:: Self: Darn animals. Here he comes again!
CEO_McDowell says:
@ CSO: No idea... I haven't been able to get much information, really. I was called out of my program, went straight to Base OPS, and now this.
CIV_Pierce says:
#Goliath: Hey buddy!  Good doggy!
CNS_Bauer says:
<GOLIATH>::Centers in on the door of Pop Shoppe and barks like heck::
FCO_Flight says:
Goliath: Quiet dog! Stop that barking!
XO_Taal says:
::reaches out with his hands to feel for the ground, but it is not within his reach::
CNS_Bauer says:
GOLIATH: Barking at the presence of the woman in the wet suit::
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Frowns at the FCO and sticks her hand through her head some more::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::holds her chin up with a gentle blue hand:: Jakiel: You are crying. You do not need to be sad. This is just.... ::sighs:: my way. It is who I am.
CNS_Bauer says:
<GOLIATH>::Looks at FCO but then at thin air (Evelyn) and continues barking::
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::recovers, goes back to kneeling at the access port:: CSO: Anything?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Finds Taal and grabs the Vulcans wrist::
XO_Taal says:
::feels someone grab his wrist and he falls down onto the ground headfirst::
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Makes sure Goliath keeps barking::
FCO_Flight says:
::bends down and looks to where the dog is looking:: Goliath: There's nothing there boy. ::waves her hand in the air:: See, nothing at all.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I got you, Sir. Are you ok?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CEO: I find this situation is rather disturbing. Why not just blow the door open?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Gets on ground with Taal covering the Vulcan from the elements:: XO: We gotta go back to the shelter!
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ CTO:  I have never known someone like you then.  ::her tone becomes almost angry::  Romulan males are not like that.
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Sees the FCO's hand pass through her::
XO_Taal says:
::feels dizzy and can't understand a word that's being said::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: AS THE CEO AND CSO WORK ON A SOLUTION BY PULLING MAIN POWER SUPPLIES TO THE HOLODECK, SUDDENLY, THE HOLODECK COMPUTER PROGRAM CUTS IN AND RESETS
XO_Taal says:
::tries to open his eyes::
CNS_Bauer says:
<GOLIATH>::Barking himself hoarse. He is not the barking kinda dog. But Flight wouldn't know that::
CEO_McDowell says:
@ CSO: Catastrophic disruptions like those would invasively reset the running program, possibly causing injury to the crew inside, since the safeties aren't running.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: AS THE COMPUTER RESETS THE HOLODECK, SUDDENLY, THE SKIES ALMOST INSTANTANEOUSLY CLEAR, THE WINDS DIE TO A BREEZE, THE SEA CALMS AND EVERYTHING IS AS IF NOTHING HAPPENED, EXCEPT OF COURSE FOR THE DOCTOR, WHO IS STILL UNCONSCIOUS AND FOR THE SPECIALIST, WHO IS STILL INTER-PHASE
FCO_Flight says:
::grabs Goliath and pulls him to the door:: Goliath: Outside you go.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Reacts to the weathers sudden reverse to normal::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::grins:: Jakiel: Such is the case with most Andorian males too. But I believe there are always exceptions to the rule. Wouldn't you agree?
XO_Taal says:
::sees the counselor and watches the background change::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Sir, you ok? It's all back to my program now.
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Pats Goliath on the head, leaving traces of her presence on him too::
XO_Taal says:
::closes his eyes again and loses consciousness::
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::hears appropriate computer whirrs and clicks as the secondary systems kick in:: CSO: Try getting entry now.
FCO_Flight says:
::goes and checks on the doctor:: CMO: C'mon doc and wake up, please?
CNS_Bauer says:
<GOLIATH>::Rubs his head against thin air (Evelyn's hand) He loves it::
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ ::a smile tugs at her lips as she looks into his violet eyes::  CTO:  I would now, yes.   ::still senses no deception from him, amazed::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Picks up the Commander and carries him to the Shoppe::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Help.
FCO_Flight says:
:;runs over and grabs Taal's legs:: CNS: What happened to him?
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Not sure. ::Notices Goliath:: FCO: What’s with him?
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Continues giving Goliath her attention... surely someone will notice::
CNS_Bauer says:
GOLIATH: What's wrong with you?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CEO: I find this situation is rather disturbing. Why not just blow the door open? 
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: I don't know. He's been barking at thin air.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::the grin becomes a genuine smile:: Jakiel: Let's go talk to my superiors. Let's see if we can arrange a transfer for you.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: I'd end the program but, not with Evelyn missing.
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::blinks:: CSO: You're repeating yourself.
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: Computer, exit, please.
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: Well we have to get the Commander and the doctor out of here.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes to check on dog::
CNS_Bauer says:
GOLIATH: What's the matter?
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@  ::has more hope now and stays close by him, always fearful on this starbase::  CTO:  You know him well?
CNS_Bauer says:
 ::Gently tends to his dog and realizes that his pup is responding to a presence::
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Tries to get within scanning range of the CSO's tricorder::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Do you believe dogs have intuitions people might not have?
FCO_Flight says:
::slaps the Commander's face:: XO: Wake up sir!
FCO_Flight says:
::looks up:: CNS: I've heard that but I don't think it's true.
CNS_Bauer says:
<GOLIATH>:: Follows Evelyn::
XO_Taal says:
::groans::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Here is proof right before you. He sees her.
XO_Taal says:
::slowly opens his eyes::
FCO_Flight says:
CNS: How can you tell?
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::sits on the deck, staring at the circuitry, looking for a telltale sign::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: I know that dog very, very well.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Jakiel: Commander Taal? Somewhat. The last mission I served with him proved to be....memorable. ::chuckles:: Point of advice to you, never do battle with a Vulcan that is not in control of himself.
FCO_Flight says:
::smiles down at the XO:: XO: Welcome back Commander.
CIV_Pierce says:
#::Frowns again and points at the FCO:: Goliath: Goliath, attack!
XO_Taal says:
FCO: Thank you, Ensign...
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::tries to force the door open manually::
XO_Taal says:
::feels very disorientated::
FCO_Flight says:
::helps him to sit up:: XO: Easy sir.
FCO_Flight says:
XO: Do you know who I am?
Rhianna_Jakiel says:
@ ::totally astounded:: CTO:  A Vulcan was in combat with you?  Has their philosophy of peace changed?
XO_Taal says:
FCO: Although, I can't see clearly. I believe you are Ensign Flight?
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Welcome home Zach! ::Can't help but laugh at it all::
FCO_Flight says:
XO: Bingo!
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::has a brief, but hearty laugh at that:: Jakiel: Heh, I wish.
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\= 0R =/\==/\==/\=TO BE CONTINUED=/\==/\==/\=
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